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We investigate convergence in a weighted L--norm of Hermite-Fejer and 
Hermite interpolation and related approximation processes, when the interpolation 
points are zeros of orthogonal polynomials a sociated with weights W2 = e-‘Q on 
the real line. For example, if H,( W’, f, x) denotes the nth Hermite-Fejtr 
interpolation polynomial for W* = c’Q and the function f, then we show that 
lim {su~IH,(W*,f,n)---f(x)1 W2(x)Cl+lQ’(~)11-~(1+Ixl)~~}=0, 
n *- XEUd 
under suitable conditions onf, W’, and K. The weights to which the results 
are applicable include W*(x) = exp( - 1x1”), a > 1, or W*(x) = exp( -expJlxl”)), 
01) 1, k> 1, where expk denotes the kth iterated xponential. Convergence of 
product integration rules induced by the various approximation processes i then 
deduced. Essentially theconclusion fthe paper is that by damping the error in 
approximation ff by Hermite-Fejbr o Hcrmite interpolation by a factor 
Cl + lQ’(x)l]-“(l+ 1x1))‘, which decays much more slowly than the weight W’, 
we can ensure sup-norm convergence under quite general conditions. Q 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let W := eCQ, where Q: R + R is even, continuous, andof at least poly- 
nomial growth at infinity. Let9$ denote the set of real polynomials of
degree <n. Form the nth orthonormal polynomial for W*, 
p,(x) := p,( w2; x) := ynxn + . . E q, 
n= 1,2, 3 3 . . . . satisfying 
Yn = Yn( W2) ’ 09 (1.1) 
I m P,(X) P,(X) W’(x) & = 6,,. --co (1.2) 
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Let us order the zeros xin =xin( IV’) of p,(x) so that 
-co<xX,,<X,_I,n< ... Xln<co. (I”31 
We omit he W2 from xjn or p,(x) (and so on) unless confusion ca arise. 
In this paper, we study the convergence in a weighted L, norm of 
Hermite-Fej& and Hermite interpolation, and other approximation 
processes, when(xjn}y= 1 are chosen as the interpolation po nts. Recall that 
if f: R + R, then the n th Hermite-Fejir i~ter~o~atio~ poly~~rn~~~ is 
N,( W2, S, . ) E P22n ~ isatisfying 
Hn(W2,f, Xj,z)=f(Xjx) 
HA(W2, J; xjn)=O, 
1 d j d n. The type of result weshow is 
lim (SUP lH,CW2,f, XI-f(x)1 W’(x)[I1+ /Q’(xNl~“(1+ Ixl)-‘} =R
n-‘% XER 
(1.5) 
under suitable conditions  f, W2, and PC, including a bound on the 
orthonormal polynomials. Here the damping factor Cl + / Q’(x)1 ] -’ 
Cl+ I4-’ d eta Ys very slowly relative to the weight W2. 
The corresponding co vergence qu stion was treated in an L,-setting in 
an earlier paper [19]. A brief survey of the topic was given there, sois 
omitted here. 
To introduce the Hermite interpolation operator, an related approxi- 
mation processes, we need more notation. Letljn E .~3$~“,- i, 1 <j<n, be the 
fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation, satisfying 
The fundamental polynomials of Hermite interpolation are then 
hi,(x) := 1 - 
i 
$pJx-xjn)] 1,2,(x), 1 <‘jr& (1.V 
n In 
and 
hjn(X) := (X - Xjn) 1,2(X), B<j<n. 
H,( W2, f, X) admits the representation 
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If f’(xj,) exists, 1 <j< IZ, then the Hermite (or osculatory) interpolation 
polynomial is
fin( w2, .L x) := i: ftxj~) hj~(x) + i f'Cxjn) hjrz(x). 
j=l j=l 
It is characterized by the interpolatory conditions 
fp’( w2 f x. ) =f’k’(x. ) n > 3 p P ’ k=O, 1; 1 GjQn, 
and by the condition fi,,( W2,f, +) EP2:, _ 1. 
Both H,, and &,, are special cases of the operator 
H,*(W2, f {din}, X) := i f(Xjrz) him(X) + i djHAjn(X), 
j=l j=l 
satisfying 
H,*(W2, f {d/n), xjn) =f(xjn) 
H,*‘(W2,f, {d~n},xjrz)=djn, 
1 <j<n. 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
In several c assical cases [28] and in those treated inthis paper, the 
contribution o hj,(x) from { p,“(xjJ/p~(xjJ(x - xjJ} Z:(x), isnegligible. It 
is then atural tointroduce, as did Griinwald [9], the very simple positive 
operator 
‘?I( w2Yf, x, := i f(xjn) zi(x). (1.14) 
j=l 
Each of the approximation processes above generates a product 
quadrature rule, involving approximation of 
I[k; f] := irn k(x) f(x) dx. (1.15) 
-cc 
Here the kernel k is typically the “difficult” omponent ofthe integrand kA 
with known types of singularity or oscillatory behaviour. Thecomponent 
f typically has“smooth” behaviour. Theidea of the product quadrature 
rule is to approximate I[k;f] by 
I,[k;f] := jm k(x) H,( W*, f, x) dx (1.16) 
--m 
= i f(Xjn) ( Srn 
j=l --m 
4x) hjn(x) dx). (1.17) 
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Analogous rules are generated by ii,, Hz’, and A’,: e we the notatio 
f,[k; f]:= Lrn k(x) ri,( w2, f, x) dx; (1.18) 
J -00 
1.19) I,*[k;f] :=
i O3 k(x) H,*(W’, L (d,), xl dx; ( -m 
and 
JnCk;fl :=( k(x) Y,( WL, f, x) dx. 
For a discussion of these rules, ee [4, 191. Under mild conditions  
and k, we shall prove, for example, that 
lim I,[k; f] = I[k; f]. 
n-m 
(1.21) 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,we introduce ourclass 
of weights, and state the main results. In Section 3,we estimate certain 
quadrature sums, using Markov-Posse-Stieltjes nequalities. That ection 
can be read independently, and is possibly ofindependent i erest. 
Section 4,we present some technical estimates, mostly proved elsewhe 
In Section 5,we establish some Markov-Bernstein ineq
Section 6,we obtain Christoffel unction estimates and
results for (xjn>. Finally, in Section 7,we prove the results 
We close this section by introducing additional notation. ~hrougbout 6,
Cl, c2, ..*, denote positive constants independent of rz, x and PE pn. 
same symbol does not necessarily denote the same constant indiffe 
occurrences. W  write C= C(W) to denote (for example) dependence on 
and C # C(n, X) to emphasise that C is independent of PZ and X. 
We use N in the following sense: If{c,>~= 1 and (d,}p= i are seq~e~~~s, 
then 
means that 
Similar notation isused for functions a dsequences offunctions. For 
real x, (x) denotes the greatest integer <x. &et Y c R. A fu~~ti~~ 
f: Y -+ (0, co) is said to have increasing tendency if 
X,YEY and x < y implies f(x) < Cf( v). 
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Finally, some further notation i volving orthogonal polynomials: Let 
W= eMQ as above. The n th Christoffel function is [25] 
A,( w2, x) := i;f-, i_:, (PW)‘(t) dt/P2(x) 
n 
I 
n-1 
= 1 c pj”( w2; x). 
j=O 
The Christoffel numbers are 
Ajn = in( w2, xjn), 1 <j<n, 
appearing in the Gauss quadrature formula 
s O” P(x) W’(x) dx= i AjJ’(xj,), PEYz+-. -cc j=l 
If we set 
Pn :=Aw2) :=r,-1(w’)/L(w2), n> 1, 
then Zj,, admits the representation [25] 
rjnCx) = IZj,PnPn- ltxjn) P,(x)l(x-xjn), 1 <j<n. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
(1.26) 
(1.27) 
In our recent paper on convergence of Hermite-FejCr interpolation in 
the L,-setting, we treated weights W*= e-2Q, where Q is of polynomial, or 
of faster than polynomial growth at infinity. These are called respectively 
the Freud and Erdiis cases. Here we also handle simultaneously Freud and 
Erdiis weights, buthave to assume slightly different hypotheses in the two 
cases: 
DEFINITION 2.1. We write WE WI if 
(a) W=ewQ, where Q: [w + R is even, continuously differentiable, 
Q” exists in(0, co), and 
Q(0) =0. (2.1) 
(b) For XE (0, co), 
Q’(x) > 0 and Q”(x) >0. (2.2) 
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(c) For x E (0, cc ), let 
T(x) := (xQ’(x))‘/Q’(x) = 1+  
Assume that for some y > 0, 
T(x)>l+q, XE (0, 03). 
Assume further that either 
(i) T is bounded in (0, 00) 
or 
(ii) jr is unbounded and increasing in (0, co ), satisfying there 
T(x) d CClog(2 + Q’(xHl*. v-5) 
The above conditions areslightly more restrictive than those in [ 191~ 
While (i) guarantees that Q is of polynomial growth at infinity, (ii)forces 
Q to be of faster than polynomial growth at infinity. In the latter case, (2
is a rather weak regularity condition: Under very general conditions  
it is satisfied or “most” x. 
As examples ofQ for which W= epQ E “w,, we mention 
Q(x) := jxl@, /i’> 1 (2.6) 
(this satisfies ( ))and 
Q(x) := ewk(lxlP) - exM9, 8> 1, k-3 1, (2.7) 
where xp, := exp(exp(... exp( ). .)) d enotes the kth iterated ex~o~e~t~a~ 
(this satisfies ( i)). 
We also need to assume abound on the orthonormal po ynomials, 
to this end, must define the Mhaskar-Rahmanoa-Saff number a, = a, 
u > 0. This is the positive root of the quation 
Since sQ’(s) ispositive andincreasing for sE (0, co ), with limits 0 and CC 
at 0 and cc respectively, a, is uniquely defined. Moreover, a is increasin 
for u E (0, co), with limits 0 and cc at 0 and a respectively. The 
significance of a, is explored in[20, 22, 231. 
DEFI~~ITIoN 2.2. Let W := e ~ Q E %(. We write WE YKj, if there xists 
D := C(W) > 0, such that for nB 1, 
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We remark that CT =G( W) > 0 exists, when, for example, Q is given by 
(2.6) with /I > 1, or by (2.7). This follows from asymptotics given for 
p,( W*; X) in [ 14,291. For these Q, and for all those Q for which 
W= e-Q E -ky; and for which orthogonal polynomial symptotics were 
given in [14], one can choose any 
1 1 
CT>‘2 l+- 2 
( ) rl
(2.10) 
where qis as in (2.4). This follows from the bounds in [14] and Nikolskii 
inequalities n [24, 271, and from the bound (4.5) below. 
For the case where Q, is given by (2.6), with /3 apositive e n integer, 
Bonan and Clark [2] showed that 
This bound implies that in this case we can choose 
MPAP-1) (<f). (2.12) 
Results ofBauldry [ 1] imply (2.11), andso allow (2.12), formore general 
weights. 
While the assumption (2.9) does not yield the sharpest possible results, 
it allows tractable andclose to sharp results, forall the weights for which 
orthogonal po ynomial asymptotics were given in [14]. 
Following isour main theorem, establishing boundedness in weighted 
sup-norms, of {H,), {fin), {m}, and {Hz}: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let WE “w; and ~7 = a(W). Let f : R + [w satisfy, orsome 
E > 0, 
A :=sup If(x)\ W2(x)[1 + lQ’(~)l]~“+~+“(l+ Ix[)~< co. (2.13) 
xeR 
If T is bounded, let 
rc>20+1, (2.14a) 
and if T is unbounded, let 
rc>max{2(r+ 1,4a}. (2.14b) 
Furthermore, l t
V(x) := [l+ lQ’(x)l]-“(l+ [xl))‘, XER. (2.15) 
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(a) Then for it > 1, 
II Yn( w*> f, . ) W2VII L.,(R) d Cl A> 
where C1 # C,(n, f). 
(b) Further for n 3 1, 
II(Y,(W2,f,.)--H,(W2,f,.)) %, ~IwjdG 
( 
f 
112 
A = 4l), G.141 
where C2 # C,(n, f ). 
(c) Suppose that (dj,jj,, satisfy, for some 6 > 0, 
B := SUP /dj,/ W”(x,,)[l + /Q’(x~J]~~+~+~(I + ixj,i)2< 00. (2.18) 
n>l 
l<j<n 
Then for n > 1, 
(2.19) 
where C3 Z C&, f, { 4, > 1. 
(d) Suppose that f’ exists in52, and for some 6 > 0, 
D :=sup If’(x)\ W’(x)[l+ (Q’(x)l]““+“+6(l + lx\)% co. (2.20) 
xeR 
Then for n > 1, 
IIK(w*,f, +aw2Ji .)I W2VlIL,(R) 
a, 
0 
u* 
dC4 - [A+ll]=o(l), 
n 
(2.21) 
where C, Z C,(n, f ). 
Remarks. (i) The message of (bt(d) is that he operators H,,, 
and fi,, are “equiconvergent” with he very simple positive op rators 
Yn(W2, f, x) := i f(XjJ qx), n>, I. 
j=l 
(ii) We note that he damping factor V decays extremely slowly in 
comparison toW2. It is undoubtedly notthe weakest possible darn~i~~ 
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factor for W= e PQ, where Q is given by (2.6) and (2.7), but for the general 
class wz (and given the present knowledge about orthogonal po ynomials 
for weights onR) is all that can be achieved. Thevalue of K and the powers 
of (1 f IQ’/) and (1+ 1x1) can be improved for some of the statements 
above-see Theorems 7.5 and 7.6. 
(iii) Even when T is unbounded, mild additional conditions allow us 
to assume (2.14a) rather than (2.14b). In particular, all the ErdGs weights 
treated in [ 143 allow this choice, as the correct lower bounds are available 
for the Christoffel functions. 
(iv) For the Freud case, IQ’1 is of polynomial growth, so V(x), 
defined by (2.15), can be replaced by (1 + /xl )P-a for suitable a > 0. 
However, this is not possible for the Erdijs case. Inboth cases we could 
replace V(X) by (1 + I Q’(x)1  P8, but again as I Q’l can grow so much faster 
than any power of 1x1, this would weaken the statements. 
(v) We remark that he bound 
II (P, W)(x) 11 -WJ21 1’4ll L,(R) d w 1’2> 
has been established for the weight W’(x) =exp( -x~~), m a positive 
integer [2]. Assuming such abound, or more generally, 
II Pn w%l II L,(R) d CQ, 1’2> 
allows us to prove analogous ofTheorem 2.3, with V replaced by factors 
involving u,.See [ 13, 14, 211 for elated bounds. 
The boundedness of the operators above, and density ofthe polynomials 
in suitably weighted spaces, yields: 
COROLLARY 2.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3, suppose 
that fis continuous. 
(a) Then 
lim II(YAW*,f, .)-f(.)) W2~lIL,~R~=07 (2.22) n+oo 
and 
lim IIWn(W2,f,.)-ff(.)) W2~llL,cR~=O~ n-m 
(b) Assuming (2.18), we have 
(2.23) 
lim Il(H,*(W2,f, {dl }, .1-f(~)) W2UL,(R)=OT 
n-cc 
(2.24) 
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and assuming f’exists in[w and satisfies (2.20), we have 
For the special case of the Hermite weight, W’(x) =expj-x2), (2.23) 
contains a ubstantial improvement ofthe results announced byMnoop 
[IO] that H,( W*, f, . ) --f f uniformly on compact subsets ofR, when f is 
of at most polynomial growth at infinity. To the best of my knowledge, 
Hermite-Fejtr in erpolation for weights on R has only been consider-e 
previously forthe Hermite weight. 
For the product integration rules Z,,, Zx, I,*, and J,,, define 
(1.16)-(1.20) we can prove: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 2.4on f and IF’. 
Let k: R -+ R be measurable, and assume that 
.I m Ik(x)l W-‘(x) v-i(x) dx< 03, -cc 
where V is given by (2.15). 
(a) Then 
birnm J,[k; f] = Z[k; f] := jy; k(x) f(x) dx, (2.27) 
--5c 
and 
lim Zx[k; f] = Z[k; S]~ (2.28) 
n-co 
(b) Assuming (2.18), we have 
lim Z,*[k;f] =Z[k;f], (2.29) 
“-a, 
and assuming f’exists inR and satisfies (2.20), we’have 
lim f,[k; f] = Z[k; f]. 
n-tm 
3. QUADRATURE SUM ESTIMATES 
In this ection, we estimate quadrature sums of the form 
C ;lin W-2(xjn) IX-Xjnl-‘* 
jcU 
for suitable Y and p > 0. The main result-Theorem 3. i-is of independent 
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interest, so isproved in greater generality than the rest of this paper. The 
Markov-Posse-Stieltjes inequalities applied ina suitable form, enable usto 
estimate the above sums. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W:=e-“, where (2: [w + [w is continuous, even, and 
differentiable in (0, a). Assume further that 
(a) sQ’(s) ispositive andincreasing in (0, CO). 
(b) There xists B> 1 such that 
BsQ’(Bs) -se’(s) 2 1, s2 1. (3.1) 
Let p be a positive e n integer, letn> 1, and XE Iw. Let xj,, =xj,,( W’), 
3Ljn = ;ljJ W’), 1<j< n, and choose 
1, mE (L2, . . . . <n/2)), (3.2) 
such that 
I-4 ‘X/n, (3.3) 
1x1 <Xm+l,n. (3.4) 
Then 
and 
c A,, w-‘(xi,) (x-xjp<cl(IxI -xJp+l, (3.5) 
i : IXjnl G XI+ I,n 
C Ajn W-‘(Xi,) IX-Xj~l-P~CCI(X,+I,n-I~I)-P+l, (3.6) 
j : Ixjnl 2 Gtn 
where C, # C,(n, x, m, 1) but C, = C,( W, p). If we cannot choose 1 or m 
satisfying (3.2) to(3.4) then the corresponding statement is omitted. 
Remarks. (a) Q(x) := Ixlp, /? >0, satisfies the above hypotheses, a  
does Q(x) := exp,( 1x1 O), j> 0, k 3 1. 
(b) For arbitrary p > 0, we can estimate he sum in (3.5), see 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. 
(c) The estimation s possible largely because ofthe existence of an 
even entire function G- WP2 constructed by Clunie and Kovari [3]. For 
finer results of this type, see [14, Chap. 63. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let W be as in Theorem 3.1, There xists aneven entire 
function 
G(x) := f’ g, x’j, g2j a09 .i>O, (3.7) 
j=O 
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such that for some C1, C, > 0, 
Cl <G(x) W”(x) < G,, XEIR. (3.8) 
ProoJ: In order to conform with the notation f[3], we define, for 
r > 0, 
f&r) := exp(2Q(G2)); 
l)(r) :=rqY(r)/q5(r) = r1’2Q’(r1’2). 
Then $ is a positive increasing function i (0, co) and q5 admits the 
representation 
#(r)=4(l)exp ~~~A 
( 
r> 1. 
Furthermore, by (3.1), for Y3 1, 
$(B2r) - $(r) =Br1/2Qr(Br1/2) - r112
By Theorem 4of [3, pp. 19-201, there exists anentire 
f(z) := f g2jzj, g2j 3 Q, j > 8, 
j=O 
such that 
;tt If(z)1 =f(r) -4(r), r> 1. 
Setting G(x) :=f(x2), and increasing go (if necessary) so as to make it 
positive, we obtain (3.8). 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be broken down into several steps. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let W be as in Theorem 3.1. Let p>O, let n>2 be a 
positive e n integer, andlet XE R. Choose 1satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). Then 
c,:= c ;ijn W-‘(xjn) ix-xjnl --p 
i: IXjnl CX/+l,n 
I 
Xl?? 
< c, (I4 -iI-” dt, o 
where G, # C,(n, x, 1, p). The sum is taken as empty zy the choice (3.2), (3.3) 
is not possible. 
640/70/3-3 
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Proof. Let k := n/2 and 
u,(t) := W2(t1’2)/t1’2, t E (0, cc 1, 
and 0 otherwise. It iswell known (cf. [6, p. 50; 11, p. 911) that 
P,( w2; t1’2) = PIA Ul ; t); 
xj’ =Xjn( W2)2 =Xjk( U,), l<j<k, 
2Ajn = 2Ajn( W2) = Aj/J U,), l<j<k. 
(3.10) 
Then using the symmetry properties of the zeros and Christoffel numbers 
for the weight W2, and using Lemma 3.2, 
cl= c Ajrz w-2(xjn)CI Ix1-xjnl p-P + I Ix1 +xjnl -“I 
i:O<.+Sxl+~,~ 
< Cl c djnG(Xjn) 2 I IxI -XjnI -’
j:O<+n~x/+l.n 
<2p+1c1 1x1 -p c 3LjnG(Xjn)Cl- (xjnllxl I21 -’
.i:O<+<w+l,, 
(as 2’(1 + XjJlXI)-" > 1) 
where 
= c2 1x1~p 1 AjftH(xjn) ftxjt)9 (3.11) 
j : 0 < + G XI+ I,~ 
and 
H(s) := G(s”~) = f g2j sj, s E (0, m ), (3.12) 
j=O 
f(s) :=(l -s/x2)-P= 5
j=O I( )I 
yp (s/x2)‘, sE [O, x2). (3.13) 
Note that both H and f have non-negative Maclaurin series coefficients, 
and hence that Hf is absolutely monotone in [0, x2); that is, 
(Hf)“‘(s) > 0,s E [O, x2), j> 0. 
Reexpressing (3.11) with the aid of (3.10) yields 
Cl G c3 Ix1 -’ i ljkt”l) H(Xjk(U1))f(Xj~(U1)). 
j=Itl 
We can now apply the classical Markov-Posse-Stieltjes nequality for the 
weight U, to deduce that 
1, < C3 1x1 -p j;‘k’u’) H(t)f(t) U,(t) dt. 
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(See [6, pp. 32-331 for the Markov-Posse-Stieltjes inequality. However a
clearer formulation appears in[18, p. 222, Lemma 3.21, but take account 
that here the zeros are ordered inincreasing order.) Then 
H(s*) f(s”) W’(s) 2ds 
< Cd Ix/ -p jx’n~“*)f(s2) ds, 
0 
by (3.10) and by Lemma 3.2, which shows that 
H(s*) W’(s) = G(s) W’(s) N 1 in R. 
Finally, 
Ix/ -“f(9) = Ix/ -q1- (s//x/)2)-” 
< Ix/ -P(l -&Cl)-p= (1x1 -s)-P. 
Next, we deal with nodd. This is a little more difficult. 
b3.4MA 3.4. Let W be as in Theorem 3.1. Let p>& let II be an odd 
positive integer, andlet xE R. Choose 1satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). Then (3.9) 
is valid for some C, # C,(n, x, 1, p). The sum is taken as empty if the choice 
(3.2), (3.3) is not possible. 
ProoJ: Let k := (n- I)/2 and 
U*(t) := t”*W*(tl’*), tE (Q, ml, 
and 0 otherwise. It isknown (cf. [6, p. 501, [II, pp. 89-9 
p,( w2; t”2)/t1/2 = pJU*; t); 
xJzn = Xjn( w*)* = xik( U,), l<j<k, 
2/IjHxjn = 21,,( W2) x,,( w*)* =/IjJ U,), 1 <jjk* 
(3.14) 
Then 
i = I-4 -PJ%+l,n w-*bk+ I,J 
-I- c Ajn W-‘(xpJII Ix/ - XjJ -*+( lx/ + Xj*l -q 
i:Q<Xjn<x/+l,n 
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exactly asat (3.11), where H and f are defined by(3.12) and (3.13). Note 
that we have used xk + l,n = 0. Now let 
H,(t) := (H(t)-H(O))/t= f g*jtj-l, t E (0, co). 
j=l 
Then we have 
Cl < I-4 -&+ 1,n w-2(xk+ *,J 
+c2wp c njnxjiHl(X$)f(X~n) 
i:O<+<x~+~,~ 
+ c2 I-4 -PH(o) 1 ljnf (xi) 
i:O<Xjn<x/+l,n 
=:cl,l+cl,*+c1,3’ 
(3.15) 
say. First, he classical Markov-Stieltjes inequality for W2 yields 
Cl,, = I4 -Ph+l,n w-2(o) 
W2( t) dt 
! 
W-2(O) 
= 2 1x1 --p jxk’ W2(t) dt W-2(O) 
0 
(as x&+~,~ = -kJ 
~2 Ixl-P~Xk”dt 
n 
(since Q(t) > Q(0) in (0, co)) 
s Xkn <2 o (Ixl-t)-Pdt$2~Xh (1x1 - t)-P dt. (3.16) o 
Next, we handle the main term C1,2: Using (3.14), 
= (c2/2) Ix1 m-P i AjIc("2) Hl(Xj/c(U2))f(Xjk(U2)) 
j-I-t 1 
<(C,/2) l~l-“~~‘k’i;‘H,(t)f(t) U,(t)dt 
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(by the Markov-Posse-Stieltjes nequality for U,) 
= c2 Ix/ --P j""'"" H,(3) f(s") W'(s) s2 ds 
0 
< c2 1x1 --p jXhCWZ) H(s2) f(3) W’(s) ds 
0 
(for sZN,(s2) = H(s2) -H(O) d H(S2)) 
s 
-vn( w 
d c3 (1x1 -s)-Pds, (3.17) 
0 
exactly asin the previous lemma. Finally, we estimate r, 3f First, note that 
for xjn E CO, I-4 ), 
where 
g(t) := (1 -t/lx/)-p, tE(-cY3, [Xl). 
Here g is absolutely monotone in (-co, Ix:), as is easily verified by 
successive differentiation. Then theMarkov-Posse-Stieltjes nequality for
W* [lS, p. 222, Lemma 3.2(i), (ii)] yields 
c,,, = G I-4 -pwo) c /zinfCx$) 
j:OiXjn<X/+i,n 
< c, 1x1 -PH(0) c ljrz &!fxjn) 
i:OiXjnGX/+l,n 
= C, Ix1 -PH(0) fxh g(t) W’(t) dt 
0 
< C, H(0) W”(O) sxln ((xl - t) -P a’t, 
0 
as W is decreasing  [0, co). Together with (3.15) to(3.17), this yields the 
result. 1 
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Next, we handle the somewhat more problematic terms in (3.6). Here the 
summand can no longer beabsolutely/completely monotone in the relevant 
range. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let W be as in Theorem 3.1. Let n and p be positive e n 
integers andlet xE R. Choose m satisfying (3.2) and (3.4). Then 
c, := 1 ljn w-‘(xi,) lx-xjnl --p 
i : Ixjnl 2 Xmn 
00 
< c* s ( x,+,nMWPd~~ (3.18) 
where C2 # C,(n, x, m, p). The sum is taken as empty if the choice (3.2), 
(3.4) isnot possible. 
Prooj Let U, be as in Lemma 3.3 and let G be as in Lemma 3.2. Then 
x2 := C jlin w-2(xjn)CI Ix/-xjnl -‘+ I Ix1 +xjnl -“1 
j : X,n 2 X,,,n 
<2p+Ic 1 C ;li,G(xj,z)(X~n)-p’2(1 - (I4/‘~jn)*)-” 
j : x,, > xmn 
(as 2P(1 + IXl/Xj~)-p 3 1) 
=p+lcl 
1 ~jnG(xjnlf~(x$), 
j : .Xjn 2 .X,, 
where 
fi(t) :=t-p/*(1 -X*It)-P= f 
I( )I 
Jp x*jtpi-pl*, t>x*. (3.19) 
j=O 
It is crucially important here that all these series coefficients b  non- 
negative and that j+ p/2 be an integer for j> 0. Then we can write 
G(t) fi(t2) = f /$t*‘, t>x*, (3.20) 
i= -a 
where pi > 0 for all i. Then 
~,d2PflC1 5 Bi( 
j= -cc j : Xjn 2 Xmn 
=: 2p+‘c1 f PiXi9 
i= -m 
(3.21) 
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say. Of course, the interchanges ar  justified by non-negativeness of the
series terms. Now we can use (3.1(a) to write 
(3.22) 
j : X,n 2 X,x,, j=l 
Suppose first i>0. Then the function t + t’ is absolutely monotone an 
[O, co) in the sense that all its derivatives ar  non-negative. 
Markov-Posse-Stieltjes nequality forU, [lg, p. 222, Lemma 3.21, [4, 
pi 92, Lemma 1.51 
s 
m 1 =z tiUl(t) dt
%n+l,n(Ul) 
=I 
cc 
szi W’(s) ds. (3.23) 
+?+1,.(@) 
Next, suppose i <0. Then the function t + t’ is completely monotone i
(0, co) in the sense that 
(-l)j $ ‘t’,O, 0 tE(Q, cc),j>O. 
Then the Markov-Posse-Stieltjes inequality for U, [ 18, p. 223, Lemma 3.31 
yields 
1 Oc) 
xi<- 
2 .i 
t’U,(t) dt= j-m s*j W’(s) ds. 
-%l+l,n(~l) Xm+i.n(@) 
Substituting (3.23), which we have shown vafid for all i= 0, i 1, 22, ~..) 
into (3.21) yields 
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G c2 s x:+ ,,“( @)j-lb’) & 
by Lemma 3.2. Finally, 
Finally, we deal with the sum (3.6) for il odd. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let W be as in Theorem 3.1. Let n be an odd positive 
integer, p bean even positive nteger, andlet xE 08. Choose m satisfying (3.2) 
and (3.4). Then (3.18) holds, where C, # C,(n, x, m, p). The sum is taken as 
empty if the choice (3.2), (3.4) isnot possible. 
ProoJ: Let U2 be as in Lemma 3.4. Let fi be as at (3.19). Exactly asin 
the previous lemma, we obtain (3.21). So we must estimate xi, i= 0, 
f 1, k 2, ,..  Using (3.14), we see that 
xi= c Ajnx;;=; f ~j&I*)xjk(u2)i-? 
J’ : X/n > X,,,n j=l 
Proceeding exactly asin the previous lemma, we see that for all i, 
s 
cc xj<$ t’- ‘U,(t) dt
&n+l,n(W 
m 
= 
s s2j W2(s) ds. +n+1,n(W 
We can then proceed asbefore toobtain (3.18). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For n even, (3.5) follows from Lemma 3.3 and for 
n odd, from Lemma 3.4. For n even, (3.6) follows from Lemma 3.5, and 
for nodd, from Lemma 3.6. 1 
4. TECHNICAL ESTIMATES 
In this ection, we list ome technical estimates, mo tly proved in other 
papers. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let WE K and u] := q( W) be as in (2.4). 
(a) Forx>O,Lal, 
Q(x) <L-‘Q(Lx). (4-I ) 
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(b) 3c> 0 such that 
(c) 3C,, C,, C, such that 
Q’(x) 3 c, xv, X3&~ (4.3) 
Q(x) 3 C*X1+T x3&. (4.4) 
Cdl 
a, 6 C4u”(1 +II), u>c,. (4.5) 
(e) There xist C6, C,, C, such that for u 3 u 3 C,, 
(1 + C,/u)(v/u)‘/(’ +V) 3au/a, > (u/~)~‘/(‘~~ Q’ au))Z. (4.6) 
ProoJ: (a) to (d) are Lemma 3.1 in [19]; (e) is Lemma3.2 in 1191. 
Note that WI is contained in the class “Yof [19]~ 
We recall, forthe reader’s convenience, that“‘increasing tendency” was 
defined atthe end of Section 1.
LEMMA 4.2. Let WE r;Y; and q := y( W) be as in (2.4). 
(a) For u>C,, 
u 6 a,Q’(a,) < CzuT(a,)“* < C,u log u. 
(b) For u> Cd, 
Q’(a,) 3 C, u’l’(l+ v). 
(c) T has increasing tendency in (0, 00 ). 
Cd) 
,y;; T(x) GG(log u12, U>C,. 
. u 
Gl(uT(a,)) 6 a%, G l/(41 +rl)), u E (0, co ). (4.10) 
(4.11) 
2 1 + G&x r)lT(a,,) 
2 1 + C,,/(log u)2, 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
u E (0, co), rE (1, co). Here C9 # C9(r, u)but C,, = CJr). 
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(6) 
1 < a,,/a, < Y’~( ’q), UE(0, Eo)),f.E(l, Eo). (4.14) 
Proof: (a) For the inequality a,Q’(a,,)Z U,see, for example, Lemma 
3.3(b) in[19]. Next. when T is bounded, Lemma 3.1(c) in[12, p. 10713 
shows (under less restrictive hypotheses) that 
a,Q’(a,) - u,
and hence as T is bounded above and below, 
a,Q’(a,) - uT(a,)li2. 
When T is unbounded, Lemma 2.2(c) in[ 15, p. 2003 shows that 
a,Q’(a,) d CuT(a,)‘:2. (4.15) 
(Note that in [15], x = T and we choose j= 1). Thus (4.15) holds whether 
T is bounded or unbounded. Finally, (2.5) yields the rightmost inequality 
in (4.7). 
(b) This follows from the leftmost inequality in (4.7) and from (4.5). 
(c) If T is unbounded, then we assumed it is increasing, a d so 
trivially has increasing tendency. If T is bounded, then T- 1 in (0, m)), 
so the increasing tendency isagain trivial. 
(d) By (c), and by (2.5) and (4.7), 
max T(x) d CT(a,) d C,(log u)*. 
IX 6a, 
(e) Differentiating (2.8) with respect to uyields 
&J I a,fQ’(a,f) T(a,t) df
a,7L 0 (1 _ 12)1:‘2 . 
Since 
1 + ‘I d T(a,t) d CT(a,), fE(0, 11, U>O, 
the definition (2.8) ofa,, yields 
1 B C 2 uT(a,); 
0 u 
13 f& u(l+q). 
0 a, 
Hence (4.10). 
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> exp 
( 
C,, T(a,,)-’ J ” tC’ dt 
u ) 
= exp(C,, T(a,,)-’ log r). 
Then (4.12) also follows and (4.9) yields (4.13). 
(g) This is similar to (f): Use the upper bound in (4.10) rather than 
the lower bound. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let WE q. There xists n,such that 
0) ~~:=y~-~(W’)lY,(W~)~a~~,n3n,. 
(ii) X ln=~ln(W2)<a5n,n>:n,. 
(iii) For n > 1 and 1 d j d n, 
lP3jn)/P~(Xjn)l d cc1+ IQ’bjJi 1. 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
Proof: For (i), (ii), see Corollary 4.4in [19]. For (iii), we use (5.5) in
Lemma 5.1 in [19] and Lemma 5.3 in [19] to deduce (with the notation 
there) that 
IPi(xjn)lPl(xjn)l = 12Q’Cxjn) + Al~xjn)lAn~xjn~l 
d CT1 + lQ’bjn,i 3. 
5. MARKOV-BERNSTEIN INEQUALITIES 
In this ection, we present some L, Marko~-~e~~ste~~ inequalities. 
Recent work on this topic appears in[12, 17, 24, 261. For fairly general 
Freud weights, it is known [12] that 
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For fairly general Erdos weights W,it is known [15] that 
IIP’wII,,,&,+ II(Pw~l,r(w,~ c’ T(%)“2 IIJw.,(R)~ PE%. (5.2) 
” 
The unbounded factor T(a,) cannot be replaced by a more slowly growing 
factor [ 143. 
Since we can only deal with n/a,, in the context ofthe paper, weprove 
inequalities n which T(a,,) ‘;* is replaced by afunction of x, independent of 
tz. The main result ofthis ection is: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let W:=e-QE^W;. Let[IER. Thenfornal andPEp”, 
II[IP’WI + l(PW’llC1 + lQ’ll”Cb@+ lQ’l)l 21~,.,.,r~j 
<Cn :lPW[l + lQ’ll”II,,,,,. 
a,, 
(5.3) 
Herr C # C(n, P). If T is hounded, then the factor (log(2 + IQ’1 )) ’ may be 
omitted. 
We remark that when T is unbounded, stricter regularity assumptions  
Q allow us to replace (log(2+ lQ’l))-2 by the “correct” factor T-‘j2. Our 
first ep in proving Theorem 5.1 is an infinite----finite range inequality. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let W:=e “E”W;. Let O<p<x, u>O and D, AER. 
Then 3C # (n, P) such that for n 3 1 and P E Yn, 
Ilf’WCl + lQ’Il”UW2+ lQ’l)l”l ,.p,c4j 
~(1 +Cn-‘) IlPWCl + lQ’ll”[IbG+ IQ’I~I~II,~...,,..,,,. (5 4) 
Furthermore, .jkr n 2 1 and P E 9”, 
I’f’WCl + lQ’llpC~og(2 + IQ’l)ldll ,.pc.,,zoJnJ 
d Cc’ llpwll L,,an. “‘In 1 (5.5) 
Proof Under somewhat weaker conditions  Q than those for -W;, it 
was shown in [ 19, Proof of Theorem 4.33 that if 11’ 2 0, 
Ilf’Wl + IQ’I18’IILp~,,l~a~,~~~~21 ~lPWL,~M~9 n>n,, PE.Yf. 
Applying this with the special case /?’ = 0 to the right hand-side yi lds 
IlPWl +IQ’IIp’II L w2a4n~~2n-2” llPWILp, .u.+u*.] n>n,, PEPf. 
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Since for any A, a E R, ZIP’ 2 0 such that 
Cl+ lQ’llPCW2+ lQ’l,l”~~,C~+lC?‘ll” in R, 
we then obtain (5.5) atleast for n3n2. The remaining finitely many yI can 
be treated by a compactness argument. To deduce (5.4) from (5.5), we note 
that 
Il~Wll Lp[-a4n,a4n] ’ < lIf’W1 + IQ’ll”lJog~~+ lQ’l~ldl/~pi-n~,~,a~nl 
x Cl + Q'bdl'" Uw@+ Q'bdlid' 
< cn”‘2 IIPw-1+ IQ’1 lPClod2 +I 
if x/2 > IpI, and we have used (4.7) tobound Q’(czdn)~ ~~bst~t~t~~~ his last 
inequality into (5.5) yields 
IlPWIl + IQ’ll”lIlog(2+ lQ’lHdll~p(l,l~a~~) 
6 Cln-“12 llPWl+ IQ’lI”C~og(2+ I 
Since 01 may be replaced by 2~ and a4n # a4Jclf, weobtain (5.4). 
We use [ 121 for Freud weights, and[ 151 for Erdbs weights, in proving 
Theorem 5.1. First, Freud weights: 
LEMMA 5.3. Let WE WI and assume that T is bounded. Then 3C such 
thatfor n>l and PE.GJ$“,, 
II P’WI + I(PW)‘l IlL,,(R,a$ IIpwLm(R)~ 
n 
Prooj By Theorem 1.1 in [l2, p. 10661 
IIP’WII L,(R) d 
n>l, PEAR. Here Q - [ l1 denotes the inverse function f
Theorem 1.3 in [12, p. 10671 with q= f there, 
IIwvII Lm(lfl >a@) $c 1 IIPWII L,(W) n 
and 
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12 1, P E Pn. It clearly suffices to show that 
8, := j:” dspp’l(s) 6 C&z,. (5.10) 
Now it is shown in [12, p. 1071, Eq. (3.6)] that 
a,xQ’(a,x) - Q(a,x) -n, (5.11) 
uniformlyforx~[a,b],anyO<a<b<co.Thenforn31,J~l,andsome 
G z C,(J, n), 
Together these imply that for some fixed integer J>0, and with C as in 
(5.9), 
Then 
8,~ s lQ’uJn’ d~/Q[-'~(s) = j;;w,,,li Q'(t)/t dt.
Now for O<E<~, 
;(Q’(‘Mt”)=Q’(t)l’-‘(T(t)-I--R) 
a(?-&) Q’(t) t-‘-‘>O, t > 0, 
so Q’(t)/t” is increasing. Then
by (5.11). Hence (5.10). m 
LEMMA 5.4. Let WE ^ w; and assume that T is unbounded. Then 3C such 
thatfor n31 and PEgn’,, 
II[IP’WI + (PW)‘IlClW2+ Q’l,l-‘Il.,,,,+ lV”ll~,~~,. (5 12) n 
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Proo~Y Let us first assume that Q” is continuous in W. For IZ 2 1 and 
XE [0, I], let 
tin(X) :=J,‘, (1-q”* a,xQ’(a,x) -ad 
n a,x-aLE,s 
and 
A,* :=yl-1 
s 
1 (1 - s)-“*(a,s)* 
112 
A result in[15, pp. 194-1951 states that for a >n, , P E PH”,, 
Furthermore, 
Since [15, p. 200, Eq. (2.15)] 
lim a, Q’( a,/2)/n = 0, 
n-m 
it follows that 
max(lQ’(x)l : I4~42) =o(n/a,), 
so (5.14) also yields 
lIClP’J+7 + I~~~~‘IlllL,~--a*,2,a,,2, G cf- IIP
n 
We now deal with /xl >a,/2. Now in [15, p. 208, Eg. (3.26)], it iss 
that 
$,(t)(l -t)‘:*$ pi,(t) uniformly for ifz [g, I), 
n 
n 3 Mu. Were pL, is a non-negative function in [- I, 11 with C15, p. 3X93 
i 
1 
&(f) df = 1. 
-1 
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Hence for 1x1 E[a,/2, u ], 
I 
I 
,r:r,,, ‘hn(tNl --V2~dy’ 
a, I r:.I% 
Next, by definition of T,we can write 
A,*=n-’ 
i 
’ a,sQ’(a,,s)(l -s)-“‘(T(a,s)- l)ds 
I;2 
I 
al/n-’ 
c 
a,,sQ’(a,s)( 1 -x2)-‘12 ds (by (2.4)) 
- I:‘2 
by definition of u,and since ~,sQ’(u,,s)( 1 - ?-‘;’ is increasing in (0, 1). 
Hence we can rewrite (5.13) inthe form 
IP’W(x)+ I(PW)‘(x)l G lPw,r,w, lQYx)l+C,~(l-19 .‘I, 
(5.16) 
n>n,, PEP”, a,/2<Ixl <a,,(1 -C,n 2:3). Inview of (4.13) inLemma 
4.2(f), we also have this valid for a,/2 < 1x1 <a,,,,. Now for such X, write 
I.4 =a,, where 0< u<n/2. Then by (4.7) and (4.8), 
ixQ’(x)l Q u,Q’(u,) < C,u(log u) 
d C,Og(2 + Q’(d)1 d c’z, ;IW + IQ’(x)1 )I.
Since 1x1 >a,j2, we obtain 
lQ’b)l d C,; lo& + lQ'(x,l,, 
a,,/2 d 1x1 G~1,;~. Also recalling our definition 1x1 =a,, 
(I-~$=(l-~) ’ 
(5.17) 
-I 
(as 17 22~) 
< C,(log u)2 (by (4.13)) 
6 C, [lo&2 +Q’(a,))l’ = C,Clog(2 + Q’(x))]‘, 
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by (4.8). Together with (5.17) this enables u to write (5.16) inthe for 
P’WI (xl + I(~W)‘(x)l 
6 c, IIPW L,(R) ; ([log(2+ IQ’(xN~l+ C~~g(~f lQ’b41>12>~ 
?I 
n>nl, PE$,a,/2< /xl <a,,,. Combined with (5.15), this yields 
II CIP’W +I(f’W’l lCW2 + IQ’1 II -‘II L,~-a~/z,a,/z~ 
n>n,, PEY~. Replacing y1 by 8n, 
IICIP’WI + IU’W)‘llClw(2+ lQ’l,l-21i~~~~~~n,a~~, 
n>n,, PEP*. Now by (5.5) ofLemma 5.2, 
IILIP’W + I(PW’IlCW2+ IQ’1,1-*/l~,~,r,~:a~,~ 
G Iii2 P’WI + IQ’1 lPWI[IW2+ lQ11)3-‘Il.,,,,,.,,, 
< C,,n-* IIB’WII L,[--a4n,a4n] + GF* llfwL&%.%, 
(by (5.18)) 
d CIInp2 n Chd2 + Q’(4)1* lIf’WILm~R~ + CICJ-~ IIPWIL,C-a4n,a4n~ 
4 
in view of (4.7). Together with (5.18), this establishes (5.12) for n> n,. The 
remaining finitely many n can be treated bya compactness argument. 
Finally we note that we used the continuity of Q” only in applying 
Lemma 3.2 in [15, p. 2081. Furthermore, (5.12) does not involve Q”. When 
Q” is not continuous at 0, a straightforward argument yields (5.12) inthe 
general case [lS, pp. 221-2223. 1 
Next, we approximate he factor [l + IQ’/ ]p[log(2 + IQ’I)]’ on 
E -aan, aanl: 
LEMMA 5.5. Let W:= e-Q, WI. Let fi, A E R and or>O. There xist 
polynomials R, of degree at most o(n), n --+ 00, such that for n > 1, we have 
in [-a,,, aan 
4% Cl + IQ’IIPCW2-+ iQ’i)Y’ (5.19) 
640/70/3-4 
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and 
1~~1 <C(log(n+ 1))‘Cl -t Q’llsCW2+ lQ’l)l’. (5.20) 
ProoJ: We note first that we may assume Q” is continuous at 0, since 
we are only looking for N in (5.19): If not, modify Q in [ - 1, l] to obtain 
a twice differentiable Q  there. Now in R, 
4 := El + lQ’llBClogP + lQ’l)T’ 
- [1 + Q”lD”[log(2 + Q’2)]4 = exp($), (5.21) 
where 
Let 
~:=;log(l+Q’2)+dloglog(2+Q’2). (5.22) 
LA4 := W2ant)y tE[-l,l],n>l. 
Then by (4.7), 
IlLllL,[-l,I, Q C, og( 1 +Q’(a2,,)2) < C, log(n + 1). 
Also 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
If,‘(t)1 = azan /I ~~~fa2”t~ 
a2an t) 
+ a2nn A
2(Q”Q’)(~ant) 
@x(2 + Q’(a2,,t)*)W + Q’(a2,,A2) 
a2anQ”(a2an t) 
’ c3 (1 + Q’(aagn t)2)1’2’ 
Now for 1< 1.~1 Gazorn, 
lQ”(s)/Q’b)l = I T(s) - ll/bl 
G II TII L,[ -n2m,n**n, G Gw%(n + 1))“. 
Then (4.14) and the continuity of Q” ensures that 
IlfnlllL,c--l,ll G C5a,(log(n + l))*, n> 1. (5.25) 
Let cp, denote the polynomial ofdegree (C,a,(log(n + l))*) of best 
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uniform approximation t  f, on [- 1, 11. y Jackson’s theorem on 
approximation by polynomials, 
llfn-~D,lIL,c-l,ll~G //fnlllL,C--l,ll/~e~ree~~~~d~~. (5.26) 
Now by standard esults on derivatives of polynomials of best approxima- 
tion [5, p. 84, pp. lCrll], 
max (1 - t’)“* /q:(t)1 <G, max (I- f2)“’ l&(t)1 
rt[-l,l] rt[-I.11 
d C,a,(log(n + 1))‘. 
Then for Itl <aan/u21n, 
Id( G Ga,(log(n + 1))2t1 - KmlbJ2~-1’2 
G C,,%z(log(n + 1)13, 
by (4.13). Now let z,Ju) denote the (k+ 1)th partial sum of the 
series ofeU, k> 1. It is well known that 
Let us note from (5.24) and (5.26) that 
lb’nIlL,C-L1, 6 c,, log(n + I ). 
Then we can choose k = k(n) =O(log(n + 1)), such that if 
then in view of (5.28), foru E [--a,,, aan], 
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Finally, the degree of R, is k(n)(C,a,(log(n+ l))‘), which is 
O(a,(log(n + 1))3) and hence o(n) by (4.5). 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. In view of Lemma 5.2 (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 5.4), itsuffices to prove that 
llI:Ip’wI + I(pw’llc1+ I(2’11%%(2+ le’l,1-‘ll.,,~,,~,,,, 
<c, n IlPWCl + l!2’l1”ll.,,,,~ PE6Z?n,nZ1. (5.29) 
a, 
So let R, E Pn,, n 2 nl, be the polynomials of Lemma 5.5 with A = 0 and 
a=4. Then in [--a+ u4,J for PEY~,, 
CIP’WI + IU’W’llC1+ IQ’II’ 
- CIP’WI + IWWIR 
= I(PR,)’ W- PRI, WI + [(PR, W)‘- R;PWI 
< I(PR,)‘WI + I(PR, W)‘l+2 lR;I IPWI 
G C 2 IV’& WII L,(Iw) CW2 + lQ’l)l* + 2 IN W’I, 
by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. Of course if T is bounded, Lemma 5.3 shows that 
[log(2 + lQ’l)]* can be omitted. Since PR,E~*,, [22], 
IIPR, WII L,(Iw) = lip% wll L,C--azn,azn~ 
- llPWC1 + lQ’ll”ll.,,-a,,.,,,. 
Then using the bound for RL from Lemma 5.5, we have in [ -adn, udn] for 
PEE,, 
CIP’WI + INPW’llC1+ IQ’II’ 
GCn llJ’Wl+ IQ’IIPIl~,C-aaZ.,n2n, CW2+ lQ’l)124 
Since 
+ C(log(n+ 1))3 IPWl [l + IQ’/]! 
n/a, 2 C,(log(n + 1)j3, n> 1, 
we have (5.29) and the theorem. 1 
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6. ESTIMATES FOR CHRISTOFFEL FUNGTIONS, 
AND CONSEQUENCES 
In this ection, we obtain upper and lower bounds for ~hristoff~~ 
functions, andapply these to spacing of the zeros of the orthogonal 
polynomials. The following lemma was proved in a weaker form in [NJ 
LEMMA 6.1. Let WE $& and q := q( W) be as in (2.4). Let 
P := (I+ vY(2113. 
Then 3~ E (0, 1), n, 2 1 and C, such that if 
m :=m(n) :=m/T(a,)B,n>n,, 
we have 
f OY 
Prooj We adopt he old method of Freud [S]. By Lemma 5.2, for 
n8nl say, 
A,( W2, x) W-*(x) < 2 peg”‘,_, --a4, V’W2(t) WVW2W inf Ja4n (6.5) 
Define for afixed x the linear polynomial n f, 
IClx(t) := Q(x) + (t -XII Q’(x). 
If Q” exists hroughout IR, we see that by convexity, 
$x(t)-Q(t)= -@(5)(t-x)*60, tE[W. 
As the left-hand side does not involve ‘, a continuity argument 
establishes t ieven when Q”(0) does not exist. Hence 
evW&N W(t) d L tER. (6.6) 
Next, for ItI <adn and 1x1 <a,(,,, 
W,(t)1 G Q(a,(,J + 2 a4n urncn) Q’(a,(,J 
am(n) 
d C,m(n) + C,(n/m(n))“(‘+Il)m(n) T(a,(,))“‘2 
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(by (4.2), (4.6) and (4.7)) 
< C,&n + C3&-l’(l+~)+lT(a,)P’(l+o) nT(a,)“*-~ 
= C,rz[& + V’(l +qq, (6.7) 
by the choice (6.1) offi. Here C3 # C3(a, n x, t). 
Next, as in the proof of Lemma 5.5, let zk(u) denote the (k + 1)th partial 
sum of e’. Define 
S,,(t) := ~<n,2>(1Clx(f)). 
From (5.28) and (6.7), if Eis small enough, 
%,(t) -evW&))~ ItI 6 a4n, 1x1 6 %l(n). 
Then by (6.6), 
0 < &l(t) W(t) G c4, I4 G a4n7 I-4 I%. 
Furthermore, 
(6.8) 
S,,,(x) W(x) -expWx(4) W-4 = 1, 1x1 I%. (6.9) 
Substituting P(t) := S,,,(t) R(t) in (6.5), where R E PPc)<n,2>P 1 is arbitrary, 
yields 
A,( w*, x) w-*(x) 
< c, REkS)>-, j;;, R*(t) dtlR2(x), n n 
G C5a4n~<nj2Aw, xla4,), 
where w is the classical Legendre w ight on [ - 1, 11. By classical estimates 
c301, 
A,(w;s)<c,; 1 f+(l-s*p* ,I SEC-l, l] Z>l. 
Hence the result. m 
LEMMA 6.2. Let WE K. For n k 1, 
i nj~w~2(Xj~)(2+X~n)-"2(10g(2+X~n))-2< C (6.10) 
j=l 
ProojI See [19, Lemma 6.21. 1
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LEMMA 6.3. Let WE ?y; and q := q(W) be as in (2.4). Define fiand m(n) 
as in (6.1) and (6.2). Then 
implies 
Ixjnl, Ixj+ l,nl G amen) (6.11 p 
Proof We use the method of Freud [7, pp. 293-2941. Choose D, EE R 
such that 
exp(DxjT, + E)W2(xjn) = 1= exp(Dx,+ I,n i E) "Cxj+ l,n). 
By convexity of Q, 
exp(Dt + E) W2(t) = exp(Dt + E - 2Q(t)) 3 1, t E Cxj+ l,n3 xjnl. (6.13) 
Also then by the Markov-Posse-Stieltjes inequality, 
Xjn-Xj+l,nQ s + exp(Dt + E) W’(t) dt x,+ I,” 
4 ajn eXP(DXi, + E) + s+ I,* eXp(DXj+ I,~ + E) 
= ajn W-'(Xjn) + Aj+ l,n FVy2(Xj+ l,n). 
NOW apply the bounds of Lemma 6.1. # 
LEMMA 6.4. Let WE WI and 7 := q(W) be as in (2.4). Let 
A :=(l +r/)/q. 
Let .q, be small enough, and let 
I := Z(n) := 8on/T(a,)d, n3 1. (6.15) 
Then 3n, such that for n > n,, p,(x) = p,( W2; x) has at least one zero in 
Jn I== L-4(,),2 3 4( )1. 
Proof. We use an argument of W. Hahn as adapted by Freu 
Suppose on the contrary that pn has no zeros in J,,. Let 
$n(x) := T&2>- 1 (1 + (all2 - x)(x- 4)/(44,)). 
Then for xE [ -asn, asn] \J, and n > n,, 
0 < 1 + (a,,, -x)(x -a,)/(4a:,) < 1  
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so 06 $,(x)< 1. By Lemma 4.3(ii) andour hypothesis, all zeros lie in 
C-k a,,]\J, for n>n,, so 
i ~jntwjJ G,J b = J_l, w’(t) cit. (6.16) 
j=l 
Also, by the Gauss quadrature formula, 
i Ajn$n(xjn) = Cm @n(t) J+‘“(t) d  2 Ix, @n(t) w’(t) ‘t, (6.17) 
j=l -03 
where K, := [a,,,3, a, ,,]. Now for t E K,, 
1 + (aI- t)(t - al,2)l(44,) 3 1 + (al- a31/4)(a2113 - q2)/(44,)
2 1+ C~(q21a5J2T(aX2 
(by (4.12) and as n > Z(n), y1an,) 
> 1 + C2E~/(1+‘I)~(a,)-24/~l+~)-22, 
(by (4.6) and the definition of I = I(n)). Next, using the inequality 
qn,2)-l(l +s)>$(l +(2s)1’2)<n’2)--, SBO, 
> exp( C3 ns1j2), 
we obtain for tE K,, and by the choice of A, 
$Jt) Bexp(C,#” +“hT(a,)-“). 
Furthermore fort E K,,, (4.2) yields 
w(t) >exp( -Qhj4)) 2exp( -C50 
= exp( -C,qgzT(a,)-d). 
Then for tE K,,, 
e,(t) W2(t)3exp(nT(a,)-d(C4&~‘(1+1)-2Cs&o}) 
2 exp(C,n(log IZ-~~), 
where C, = Cg(sO), if s0 is small enough. Then as the length ofK,, is 
%I/4 - a2ll3 2 Ga31,4 T(a3y4) - ’ (by (4.12)) 
2 C&g n) -2, 
n > iz19 (6.17) contradicts (6.16). 1 
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From Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4. we deduce 
THEOREM 6.5. Let WEAL and 1 :=Z(n), n> 1, be defined by(6.14) to
(6.15). Then 3 n, and C, > 0 such that for n an,, each interval of ength 
3 C14n in C-a,(,), ad contains at least one zero f p,. 
We now estimate (IQ’(x)] + l)/(/Q’(x,,)l + 1) in [x~+~,~~ +]:
LEMMA 6.6. Let WE WI. There xist n, and C such that uniformly for
I< j<n and n>n,, 
where we set xon :=agn and x,+~,~ :=-a*,, and A is given by (6.1419. 
ProoJ: Let l=l(n) be given by (6.15), n> 1. Let Zjn := [~/+r,~, x~~,~~]. 
If first Z, c [ -2, 21, then (6.18) follows directly. Suppose next 
Z, c [-a,, -I] u [l, al]. Then 
d c, 5 max l(T(t)- j)ltl 
n ft Cxj+l.n,x,-I,,1 
d C,: T(a,,) d C, : (log n)’ =o(l), 
by (4.9) and (4.5). Here we have also used Theorem 6.5 to boun 
Xj-l,n-Xj+l n for n3 n,. Together with our considerations ab ut[- 2, 21, 
this yields (6:18) for n2 n, whenever Z,c [-a,, a,]. 
Next, we note that for n> zll, Z cannot contain the interval [ ,,, ai] BT 
C-h -al,,], since 
a, - alI2 > C4alT(a,)-” (by (4.12)) 
2 C,(log n)-” 35CIan/n, 
by (4.9) and (4.5), where C, is as in Theorem 6.5: So [ayz, a[] certainly 
contains more than 5 zeros of p,, for n large enough. Thus if Z, is not 
contained in [-a,, a,], then for n2 n,, either 
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Suppose the former. Then since xln <u5n and xon =agn, 
IQ’(xjJ G Q'(GJ d C,n(log n)la,, 
by (4.7). Further, for xE Ij,,, (4.7) shows that 
lQ’(x)l 2 Q’(q*) 3 ww~,,, 
so 
lQ'(Xjn)l + 1 
lQYx,l + 1
< c, 4 (log n) y 6 c, ; (log n) 
n 
d c, qaJd(log n) (by (6.15)) 
< C,(log n)’ +24, 
by (4.9). Furthermore, in view of (4.8), 
1% Q’(x) 3 log Q’(a,,) 3 C,, log 13 c,, log n. 
so 
’ $!;::,i’+; < C,,(log (2+Q’(x)))’ + 2A. 
If we reverse the roles of xj,, and x, we obtain the same bound for the 
reciprocal of the last left hand side. Similarly if Zinc (-co, -a/,,]. i 
By very similar, buteasier means, we can prove 
LEMMA 6.7. Let WE q. There xist nl and C such that uniformly for
l<j<n andnan,, 
max 
XE C-~j+l,*3-xj-i,nl 
+I 6 C(log(2 + lQ’(x)l))‘“. (6.19) 
Here x,,,, := a,, and x,+ I,n := -a,,. 
We remark that at least when T is bounded, the powers of 
log(2 + IQ’(x)/) canbe removed from (6.18) and (6.19). In fact, even when 
T is unbounded, only slightly stronger regularity assumptions still allow us 
to remove these powers. Next, we bound the Christoffel numbers. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let WE q and p be given by (6.1). Then for n2 1 and some 
c>o, 
max Ajn W-‘(~,,)[l + lQ’(xi,)l]-‘[l + Ixj,l]-‘[log(2+ lQ’(~~~)l)]-~(~+‘) 
l<j<n 
< CaJn. (6.20) 
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PRX$ From Lemma 6.1, with raz = m(n) there 
lxjnl Gain 
implies 
(6.22) 
Gc,' [l+ lQ'(Xjn)][l+ lXj~l][lOg(2+ lQ’(Xj~)l)]2’“+p)~ 
n 
(6.21) 
by (4.9). Then 
lOg(2 + lQ’(xjn)l)3 6, logn, 
n 3 nl, and by (4.3), 
log(2 + IQ’(Xj,)l) 3 c, og(2 + x,‘n,. 
Then for such j, Lemma 6.2, and then (6.22), yiel 
& w-2(xjn) < C4(2 + x;~)“‘(log(2 + x,‘,))’ 
G C, ' IQ'(Xj,)l (lOg(2 + lQ'(~j~,)l))"(2 + .~$)~‘*(log(2 + x,‘,))* 
n 
< C, ’ [ 1 + lQ’(xjn)l 1 [IlOg(2 + i n 
‘(xj~)l)]2+2BC1 + lxjnll. 
Together with (6.21), we have proved (6.20). 
Next, we derive rather weak lower bounds for ,A,,: 
LEMMA 6.9. Let WE “U$ and D := o(W). Then 
sup A,‘( W*, x) W*(x)[l + IQ’(x)11 -*“[log12 + IQ’(x)1 I-’ d Cl f. 
i E R 
(ii.23) 
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ProoJ: From the relation 
we obtain 
sup 1,‘(W*, x)W’(x)[l+ JQ’(x)ll-*“[log(2+ lQ’(x)l)l-* 
xelw 
<p,i 1 IIf,-kWIl+ Q’II-“Clog(2+ lQ’l,l-‘Il.,,,, 
k=O 
XIIPn-~+k~[I1+lQ’ll-ull.,,,, 
<%n i c2; I/Pn-kW[l+ lQ’ll-“Il.,,,, 
k=O n 
X IIPn-l+kWC1 + lQ’ll-“ll.,,,, 
(by (4.16) and Theorem 5.1) 
by (2.9) and (4.6). 1 
We remark that results in [ 14, 163 imply better bounds for 1;’ for 
Erdijs weights. For Freud weights, without any additional conditions, we 
prove the following lemma. The method will be used elsewhere forother 
purposes. 
LEMMA 6.10. Let WE ^ w; and assume that T is bounded. Then 
sup A,‘( w2, x) W’(x) < c, ;. 
xeR n 
(6.24) 
ProoJ: The bound (6.24) isa straightforward consequence of the 
Markov-Bernstein inequalities in [12], as stated in(5.6) above. For any 
P E Yn _ r, choose 5E R such that 
l(PW(5)l = IIfwlL,(R). 
Let 0 <E < 1. Now if I y- 51 <~a,/n, there exists z between < and y such 
that 
I(fw(Y)l = Iww~) + (PW’(Z)(Y - 511 
2 IWWO - IWV’(z)l w/n 
a IIPWII L,(R) Cl- C&l, 
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where C is as in (5.6) and C # C(n, P). Choosing E = 1/(2C) yields 
Thus 
> caJ(2n). 
.A,( W2, x) W-‘(x) >ca,/(2n) for all x E R. 
We now deduce lower bounds for the spacing ofthe zeros: 
LEMMA 6.11. Let W~-llr, and CT :=o( W). Then uniformly fir 
26j<n--1, n>n,, 
xj- 1,n -xj+1,n2 c: Cl+ lQ’(xj*)ll~2”C10~~2+ lQ’(xjn)l)l-“~ (6.25) 
If T is bounded, wehave uniformly for2 < j < n - 1, n > n, , 
a, 
Xj-l,n-Xj+l,n> CA. n 
(6.26) 
ProoJ: We use the Markov-Posse-Stieltjes inequality in he form given 
in [ll, p. 89, Lemma 3.21. Suppose first xi+ l,n > 0 and G is the entire 
function of Lemma 3.2 above. Setting xon := “3, we have by [la, p. 891, 
.i 
xj-I,* 
= G(t) W*(t) dt. 
XI+ Ln 
By Lemma 3.2 above, we obtain 
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Then (6.25) and (6.26) follow respectively from the bounds of Lemma 6.9 
and 6.10. Bysymmetry, the same inequality holds if xi- I,n < 0. 
Finally, suppose xi+ l,n d 0 and xj- l,n 3 0. Then in view of Theorem 6.5, 
for n> ni, both are contained in [- 1, 11. By the classical Markov-Stieltjes 
inequality, 
Applying Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10 again, and the fact that We2 is bounded in 
C-1, 11, we obtain (6.25) and (6.26) for all 2<j<n-1. 1 
7. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
In this ection, we prove slight improvements of Theorem 2.3 and its 
corollaries. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let 
A, := sup 
.x ELR 
WE w2 and CJ := a(W). Let f : R! --f [w satisfy 
If( W2(x)(1 + IQ’(x)I)~~+~+~(~ + I-d)< ~0, 
for some .z > 0. Let 
(7.1) 
p,(x) 2 VJX) :=$$ /ljn w-‘(xjn) - 
J=I ( ) ’ x - xjn (7.2) 
nal,x~R. ThenforxERandn>l, 
I YFz( W2? f, XII G CA1 v,(x), (7.3) 
where C # C(n, f, x) but C = C( W, E). 
ProoJ: First note that from the representation (1.27), andfrom (2.9) 
(4.16), and(4.6), for XER, n>l, and l<j<n, 
Then 
Izjn(x)I d ClAi,a, “‘W-‘(Xjn)[l + lQ’(~j~)l]” IsI. (7.4) 
Jn 
I ‘rl( w2Y f, x)l G i If(xjn)l zi(x) 
j=l 
dC:a, i “iWp2(Xjn) If(xjn)I Cl + lQ’(xjrz)ll”” 
j=l 
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Now by Lemma 6.8 and (7.1), 
Ajn lf(xjFZ)l Cl + lQ'(xjn)l12" 
d C2 5T If(Xjn)l w2(xj~)C1 + lQ’Cxj*ll I “+ ’n 
X Cl + lxjnll[~og(2+ lQ’~xjn)1~12”‘+8’ 
Substituting into(7.5) yields (7.3). 1 
Next, we estimate a term that enables u to compare H,, fi,,, and 
to Y,: 
EEMMA 7.2. Let WE w2 and a := cr( W). Let (ej,]j,n satisfy 
B, I= SUP lejnl W’(Xjn)(l + lQ’(Xj~)l)2u+‘+“(~ $- IXjnI)‘< 03, (7.6) 
lGj<n 
nt1 
some 6>0. Thenfor xE[w andn31, 
(1 + lQ’(~>l)~~ i IejnI IX-xju l:(X) W(X) 
j=l 
(7.7) 
where Cf C(n, (ejn}, x) but C= C( W, 6) and where v,(x) is defined by
(7.2). 
Proof: By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
i lej,l Ix-xjnI l:(X) 
j=l 
6 i lejnl (x-~~~)~Zj52(x) “* 
( ) ! 
i lejnl $(X1 I”. 
> 
(7.8) 
j=i j=l 
Ifwedefinef,:R-+Rby 
and fn(x) = 0 otherwise, then the exact argument of the previous lemma 
shows that 
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i lejml $3x) = Yn(Wz9 f,, xl 
j=l 
<Cl{ SUP IejA ~2~~j~~~~+lQ’~xj~~l~2u+1+6~1+IXj~l~~V~~~~ 
lfj<n 
n>l 
d Cl B, v,(x), (7.9) 
where C, # C,(n, (ejn}, x). Furthermore, by (2.9), 
fJ lej,l (X-Xjn)*l$(X) W’(X) 
j=l 
=Pi(P, W)“(X) i lei,l ;1,5,Pt-lCxjn) 
j=l 
d CA1 + IQ’(x)I)~” i IejA A;(1 +lQ’(xjn>l)20~-2(Xjn) 
j=l 
(by (2.9), (4.16) and (4.6)) 
< CA1 + lQW,2u~ 
x jI;, lejnl ljn(l+ Q’(xjn>l )2u+ ’ 
X (1 + IXjnI)(lOg(2+ lQ’(xjn)l))2”‘p’ 
(by Lemma 6.8) 
< Cd(l + lQ’(~)l)~~~Bl i Ajn W-‘(Xjn) 
j=l 
~(1 + IQ’(xjn)l)ps’2(1+ IXjnI)-’ 
(for n3 ~1~ and by (7.6)) 
<C,(1+lQ’(~,l,‘~~& (7.10) 
by Lemma 6.2, and since for some a > 0 and n > n,, 
(1 + lQ’(xjn)l) “* > C,( 1 + lXj~l)* 2 CT(lOg(2 + X;n))2, 
by (4.3). Substituting (7.9) and (7.10) into (7.8) yields the lemma. 1 
With the aid of Lemma 7.2, we shall prove: 
LEMMA 7.3. Let WE wz and CJ := CT(W). Let f: R -+ R, and assume that 
A, defined by(2.13), isfinite for some E > 0. 
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(7.11) 
(b) Suppose that (djn}j,, satisfy or some 6 > 0, that of (2.18) is 
,finite. Then for x E Iw and n 3 1, 
L 1 
I/2 <C,[A+B] Zv,(+) (7.12) 
(c) If f' exists inIf3 and D, defined by(2.201, isfinite, then for XE E% 
andn31, 
I~,~~2,f,~~--Ei,~~2,f,~~/ w NL~+lQ’(~)ll-” 
L 1 
112 
<C,[A+D] :v,(x) . 
The constants C,, Cz, C, are independent of n, f, x, and (d,,) but depend on 
E, 6, and W. 
ProoJ (a) From (1.7), (1.9), and (1.24), we see that 
Iy~~w2~~xx)~~~(w2~f,x)I~ f: ( j~)~(X-xj~)II(~~l 
j=l I” 
G c4 i IfCXjn)l K1 + lQ’(xjn)ll Ix-xjnI Ltx)9 
j=l 
by (4.18). Applying Lemma 7.2 with 
ejn := lf(xjn)I Cl + lQ’(~j~)l1 
yields (7.11). 
(b) Now by (1.9) and (1.12), 
~IY*(W2,f,x)--H,(W2,f,~)I+ i djn(x-xjnJ~~(X) . 
j=l 
Applying (a) and Lemma 7.2 with ejn := di, Vj, n, yields (7.12). 
(c) By applying (b) to the special case dj, =f'(xjn), we immediately 
obtain (7.13). 1 
640/70/3-5 
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It remains to estimate v,(x) before proving the boundedness and 
convergence results. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let WE W, and o := o(W). Let v,(x) be defined by (7.2). 
ThenforxERandnBl, 
v,(x) W2(x)<Cl[l + ~Q’(x)~]~~~~~~+~,~~~[~ + lxl][log(2+ lQ’(x)l)lc2, 
(7.14) 
where C1, C2 are independent of  and x. If T is bounded, wemay replace 
max(2a + 1,4a} by 20 + 1. 
Proof: Because ofthe symmetry of the zeros of p,, it is not difficult to 
see from (7.2) that v, is even. So we treat only XE [0, co). Set xon := cc and 
choose k 3 0 such that 
By (3.6) ofTheorem 3.1, at least ifk 3 4, 
c ~j~wp2(xj~) lx-xj~le2< c3(xk-22,n-X)-1. 
i: I-+4 a-Tk-3.” 
Of course if k6 3, this um is taken as 0. Now by Lemma 6.11, 
Xk-2,n - X>Xk-2,n-Xkn 
2 cd5 cl + lQ’(Xk-~,,)lI-‘“[lOg(2+ lQ’(X,-,,n)l)l-2 n 
3 Cs5 [l+ lQ’(x)ll-*“[k&2+ lQ’(x)l)l-c6, 
n 
by two applications of Lemma 6.6. If T is bounded, we may omit the 
factors involving Q’(X). Next, by (3.5) ofTheorem 3.1, at least ifXk+4,n > 0, 
c Aj,,w-2(xjn) Ix-xj,l-2~Cg(X-Xk+3,n)-1. 
i : I-Q < .rk+4,n 
If Xk+4,n < 0, this um is taken as 0. Now by Lemma 6.11, 
X-xk+3,n~Xk+t,n-Xk+3,n 
>c,: cl + lQ’(Xk+2,n)ll~2u[10g(2+ IQ’<&+2,n)l)l-2 
2 C, 5~ Cl + IQ’(x)1 1 -2”Clog(2 + lQ’<x,l )I -*, 
12 
as x)x k+2,n 3 0. If T is bounded, wemay omit he factors involving Q’. 
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Using our bound (2.9) yields 
$m2(x) { 1 + -‘(xi,) lx -.$I -* 
i : I+ G -w+4,n 
GG(l + lQ’b)l,40Clog(2+ lQ’(~)l)31~~, (7.15) 
for xE R and n 3 1. Either sum is omitted, if empty. If T is bounded, we
may replace 40by 2~. It remains toestimate 
Now by Lemma 6.8, for max(k-2, l}< j<min(k-3, n>, 
~~,,~[~+lQ’~~,lI~~+l~l3~~~~(2+l ‘(x)1 )lC’2, (7.17) 
by Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 at least ifx< agn. If x 3 asll, wecan use the fact 
that Q’( .) is increasing in (0, co). If, first, x d as,, there exists [ between x 
and x,~ such that 
IPnCx) w(x~l(x-xj~~l 
= l(Pn w)‘(t)1 
d Cl3 n
4 
Clog(2+ lQ’(~)l)l’C1+ lQ’m” ibnW + IQ’ll-%,,,, 
(by Theorem 5.1) 
dC 14 -52 L-1 + lQ’~x)lIY-lw(2 + I 
n 
by (2.9) and a fixed number of applications of Lemma 6.6. 
hand if x2 a,,, 
l(P, w)(x)lCx-xjn)l ~Cx~aL”~(f + I ‘(XII )“l(a8, - 4 
(by (2.9) and (4.17)) 
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by (4.13) and (4.14). Hence (7.18) remains true. Substituting (7.17) and 
(7.18) into (7.16) yields 
1, G Cl,Cl + l!a4112”+’ Cl +I41[1hC+ lQ’(~)l,lc’6- 
Combined with (7.15), this yields (7.14). i 
We can now prove: 
THEOREM 7.5. Let WE dy; and o = o( W). Let f: R -+ R and assume that 
A, defined by(7.1) isfinite. L ttc and V be given by (2.14a, b) and (2.15), 
respectively. Then for n 2 1, 
II Yn( w*> f, .I W2Vll Lm(R) G c‘4 19 (7.19) 
where C# C(n, f). 
Proof This follows directly from Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.4. 1 
THEOREM 7.6. Let WE w2 and o = o(W). Let f: R + R’ and assume that 
A defined by(2.13) isfinite. Zf T is unbounded, let
tcl > max(2a +i, 3a}, (7.20a) 
and if T is bounded, let 
q>2o+;. (7.20b) 
Furthermore, let 
Vi(x) := [l+ lQ’(x)l]-“‘Cl+ Ix~]-“~, XER. (7.21) 
(a) Then 
IUnW*A +KW% -1) W*~~II~,(~)~C~A(a,/n)“*. (7.22) 
(b) Assume that B and {dj,,}j,n satisfy (2.18) for some 6 > 0. Then 
II(Y,(W*,f,.)-WW*,f, {4,3,.)) ~2~111L,~IW~~~2C~+~l~~n/~~“2. 
(7.23) 
(c) Assume that f’ exists inR, and D defined by (2.20), is finite. Then 
II(Y,(W*,f, .)-fiJW*,f,.)) ~2~~/I,~~,,~~~C~+~l~~,/~~‘~2. (7.24) 
Here C,, C,, C3 are independent of  andf 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 7.3 and Theorem 7.4. i 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) From (2.13) and (7.1)9 
A, <A. 
Then (7.19) inTheorem 7.5 yields (2.15). 
) From (2.14a, b)(2.15) and (7.20a, b)(7.21), we see that 
v< v,, 
provided ~~is chosen so close to its lower bound that lcl du. 
Theorem 7.6(a), (b), (c) yield respectively Theorem 2.3(b), (c), (d). 
To deduce convergence of the operators f om Theorem 2.3, we prove 
convergence on the polynomials: 
THEOREM 7.7. Let WEAL and a=a( W). Let x1 be given by (7.20a, 
and V, by (7.21). LetE > 0. Then for n > 1 and R, E .9f1,p  
ll(H,(W2> &I, .)-Rid-)) W2WL,(R) 
<c z!f 
0 
112 
12 sup {I&&)l W’(t)Cl + Q’(f)l12”‘“‘“C~ + MI’),te[W 
(7.25) 
where C # C(n, R,). 
ProofI Now by [28, p. 441, 
H,,( W2, R,, x) - R,(x) = - i R;(x,,)(x - jJ II;(x). 
j=l 
Applying Lemma 7.2 yields, forx E R, 
(I+ I Q’(x)l I-5 ffn( W2> R,> x1 - Kz(x)l W(x) 
112 
d c, sup {[R;(t)1 W”(t)[l+ IQ’(t)~l*“+‘+“[l+ ItI]“>. 
reva 
Then Theorem 7.4 yields the result. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. Since V< V, wit a suitable choice of K~, 
Theorem 7.7 and (4.5) yield 
lim llWn(W2, R .)-R(+)) W2VIIL,~R~=~, n+cc 
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V polynomial R. Then for any such polynomial, Theorem 2.3(b) ensures 
that 
lim II( YAW*, K .I -RC.1) W2UL,(R) = 0. n-m 
In view of the fact hat we can find apolynomial R such that for agiven 
c! >0, 
sup If- RI (x) W’(x)[l + ~Q’(x)~]~“+‘+“[~ + 1x1-J’ <LX
xeR 
(cf. [S, p. ISO]), then by Theorem 2.3(a), 
INKw29f, .)-A.)) W2~llLm(R) 
= II{ Y,( W’,f- R, .)- (f-R)(.) + YAW*, R, .)-R(s)) W2VIlL,(R) 
<Cl sup If- RI (x) W’(x)[l +lQ’(x)l12”+2+“C1 + Ixll’ 
XE Iw 
+ IIU-RI W*%,~[w~+41) 
<C, sup /f-RI (x) W’(x)[l+ lQ’(x)l12u+2+~~l+ Ixl12+41) 
XE w 
<C,a+41), 
since Vd 1. Hence (2.22). Theequiconvergence results of Theorem 2.3 then 
imply convergence of {Hn}, {Hz}, and (Ei,}. 1
Proof of Corollary 2.5. By (1.20), 
IJ,Ckfl -IL-k;fll 
= 
i j 
cc (Yn(W*,f,X)-f(X))wwx 
-co 
O” < II(Y,(w*,f, .)-f(.)) W2~II~,(~) s INx)l W-*(x) v-‘(x)dx -cc 
Now apply Corollary 2.4. The remaining results are similar. 1 
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Note added in proof: The bound (2.11) has been proved for aclass of weights including 
exp( -/xl”)> o( > 1. This is contained in “Christoffel Functions, Orthogonal Polynomials, nd 
Nevai’s Conjecture forFreud Weights,” by A. L. Levin and the author, to appear in Constructive 
Approximation. 
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